
Id agas, ut sis felix, non ut videaris
                             Lucius Annaeus Seneca minor



Do so TO BE HAPPY, not to appear!

Olga Zmiyivska

Kharkiv Theatrical Residence

The Blue Bird Project
 

As of today (after part of the territory was annexed), Kharkiv is the
largest Ukrainian city in Eastern Europe, which constantly needs
to affirm its European identity at the same time resting on its
Ukrainian roots

Kharkiv,Ukraine



Kharkiv Theatrical Residence
The Blue Bird Project: Cultural & Social partnership
 
 

For  BeLux-Ukraine ICC 

The New Stage Center for Contemporary Arts (Kharkiv,
Ukraine) together with the Skhid Opera Youth Music
Hub (the global initiative of the Skhid Opera Kharkiv
National Opera) proceed to the pre-production stage of
the operatic performance based on the most famous
play by the Belgium playwrighter and Nobel Prize winner                 
Maurice Maeterlinck
 
Supported in Ukraine by Ukrainian Cultural Foundation

bluebird.novascena.org



Kharkiv Theatrical Residence
The Blue Bird Project: methodology for  musical theater
 
The association of professional artists, culturologists, musicologists and
art managers to work out the methodology of creating a new author's
work for the modern musical theater and spreading the experience to
be gained.
 
Supported in Ukraine by Ukrainian Cultural Foundation
 

For  BeLux-Ukraine ICC 

bluebird.novascena.org



Kharkiv Theatrical Residence
The Blue Bird Project: creative residence 
 
The work on the theatrical concept, libretto, music, choreography,
creation of the project brand, casting of actors, negotiations on
presenting the production at international festivals and its distribution
organized in the format of a creative residence during March-October
2019.
 
The results of the work will be presented in October 2019, the staging
of the production (the production stage) is scheduled for January-April,
2020.For  BeLux-Ukraine ICC

bluebird.novascena.org



Kharkiv Theatrical Residence
The Blue Bird Project: searching the path to happiness
 
One of the purposes of the project is to give a strong impulse to the
development of a new modern Ukrainian music theater, which would
be interesting for the spectators both in Ukraine and in the whole
world.
 
The story of searching happiness is an eternal topic faced by people at
different moments in their lives at all the times and in any corner of
the planet. This conversation about happiness is important even if the
country is at war and every day people suffer the pain of new losses.For  BeLux-Ukraine ICC

bluebird.novascena.org



Kharkiv Theatrical Residence
The Blue Bird Project: creating new ideas together
 
The future play is intended as a bright and entertaining performance
based on new libretto amd music, modern theatrical technologies and
artistic solutions, original choreographic and vocal routines.
 
But the main thing is the focus on an honest and open dialogue about
the personal experience of finding a way to happiness. The Blue Bird
Project is absolutely open to cooperation with professional artists,
viewers, journalists, business community. Yes, we make a
performance, but on the way we're creating new ideas and projects
together.

For  BeLux-Ukraine ICC

bluebird.novascena.org



Kharkiv Theatrical Residence
The Blue Bird Project: share your unique experiences
 
Olga Zmiyivska initiated the work on organizing a flashmob and
competition for children and parents "Blue Bird. Happiness". The main
goal is to make the participants think about their personal happiness,
remember themselves happy and share their unique experiences
through drawings or texts ... 
The results will be specially presented, and their part will enter the
performance.

Join & support Us!For  BeLux-Ukraine ICC

bluebird.novascena.org



Kharkiv Theatrical Residence
The Blue Bird Project: service for development
 
 

For  BeLux-Ukraine ICC

bluebird.novascena.org



Kharkiv Theatrical Residence
The Blue Bird Project: meet our team
 
 

For  BeLux-Ukraine ICC
Dmytro Ternovoy,
librettist

journalist, playwrighter, winner of a range of national and
international drama contests; his plays have been staged in
Ukraine, Germany, France, Austria.

Yulia Filipska, composer
composer, frequent laureate and
Grand-Prix winner of national and
international contests and festivals
(Ukraine, Germany, Greece), winner of
the first national Skhid Opera contest
for composers creating music for
opera and ballet (2018)

bluebird.novascena.org



Kharkiv Theatrical Residence
The Blue Bird Project: meet our team
 
 

For  BeLux-Ukraine ICC

director, head of the New Stage Centre for
Contemporary Art, has initiated a range of theatre
laboratories, master-classes, art festivals.

Mykola Osypov,
                 director

musician and conductor,
leader of the Skhid OPERA
Ensemble of contemporary
music,coordinator of Young
Composers Contest (Kharkiv,
Ukraine) and of the  Skhid
Opera Youth Music Hub

Sergiy Gorkusha, conductor

bluebird.novascena.org



Kharkiv Theatrical Residence
The Blue Bird Project: meet our team
 
 

For  BeLux-Ukraine ICC

bluebird.novascena.org

chorographer, pedagogue,
representative of one of
Ukraine’s strongest break-dance
teams – H.Blast&Tatanaka Crew,
which repeatedly won national
and international contests.

Maxim Telezhny, 
choreographer

З

Kateryna Zhigalova,
musicologist

art historian, music critic, teacher, presenter of
music programs, releases  a scientific study
about the composer Ilya Sats - the author of
the first music for the play "Blue Bird" in 1908



Kharkiv Theatrical Residence
The Blue Bird Project: meet our team
 
 

For  BeLux-Ukraine ICC

bluebird.novascena.org
Svitlana Rezvan,
manager PR and GR

Dmytro Kutovyi,
             art manager

Konstantin Ponomaryov,
fashion designer



Kharkiv Theatrical Residence
The Blue Bird Project: we're already working
 
 

For  BeLux-Ukraine ICC

bluebird.novascena.org



Kharkiv Theatrical Residence
The Blue Bird Project: distribution and performing

For  BeLux-Ukraine ICC

bluebird.novascena.org

An agreement has been
reached to start the
distribution of the
production on the great
stage of the Skhid Opera
national theatre (Kharkiv).
The project is intended as a
mobile one and stipulates the
possibility of performing in
other cities and countries.

Olga Zmiyivska
with Skhid Opera
chief director
Armen Kaloyan

Skhid Opera
general manager
Oleg Orischenko
with young team



Kharkiv Theatrical Residence
The Blue Bird Project: suggestions for cooperation

For  BeLux-Ukraine ICC

bluebird.novascena.org

We're confident that it will be interesting for our freands and
colleagues  to get acquainted with the results of the project.
We propose to start planning for a joint presentation of the Blue
Bird Project in the cities of Ukraine, Belgium and Luxembourg within
our ICC between November 2019 and July 2020, namely:
- related joint projects
- list of cities and terms for inviting the creative group
- list of possible locations for the presentation
- budgets
- necessary promotional measures
- organizational and financial issues



Welcome to
Kharkiv Theatrical Residence
The Blue Bird Project: free flight from heart to heart

For  BeLux-Ukraine ICC

bluebird.novascena.org

The Blue Bird Project gives a
powerful response to these
essential challenges. Being open 
to all forms of close partnership,
this project will become a
marvelous example of
international cooperation in the
cultural area.

Skhid OPERA Ensemble is ready to
perform new Blue Bird music.



They benefit most,who serve best


